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Service as Action
In MYP students need to keep record of the actions that they have taken. These actions
should be recorded in your service as action tab of managebac. (S&A)
They need to propose the action and have it approved by their contact teacher. They need to
describe what they intend to do in line with the Service as Action objectives. Once they have
approval teachers will be checking regularly on the progress of these students. Students will
automatically be sent reminders when they are not logging into managebac or reviewing their
service as action tasks throughout the year.
The amount of hours spent is not as important as the process. Both will be included in
your reports during the year.

Planning (Inquiry): You need to identify and make a proposal to your advisers before taking an
action for approval via ManageBac. In most instances this will be your Contact Teacher. This
involves researching to find out where help is needed. Good proposals should include
achievable goals, how you are planning to benefit the community, and the reason why you want
to do the activity. What, how, and why are you doing this?
Action: This is the part you actually take action to benefit your community! You are expected to
demonstrate responsibility and communication skills. You should show effort and respect to the
community throughout your activity or project via updates in ManageBac.
Reflection: This is the opportunity for you to think about what you have achieved and enter
your refelction in ManageBac for final consideration. How did you benefit the community?
What did you learn from the experience? Would you take different action if you were to
encounter the same situation, and if so, why?
Each stage of Service as Action activities will be assessed (by you and your supervisor)
using one of three categories; Introductory, Developing and Proficient. Please reference
“ThIS Service Activity Self Assessment rubric for students” to understand the
expectations for each category and self check your work prior to beginning each stage.
Service as Action activities MUST be supervised by an adult leader who will assess your
participation and provides confirmation of your participation to the school upon completion of
the activity. Students can print a form off managebac for the supervisor to sign.

MYP Learning outcomes for service:
With appropriate guidance and support, MYP students should, through their engagement with
Service as Action:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Become more aware of their own strengths and areas of growth
Undertake challenges that develop new skills
Discuss, evaluate and plan student initiated activities
Persevere in action
Work collaboratively with others
Develop internationalmindedness through global engagement, multilingualism and
intercultural understanding
● Consider the ethical implications of their actions
These learning outcomes identify the substance of student’s selfreflection on service as action.
All of these learning outcomes are closely associated with IB learner profile attributes and ATL
skills. Through their learning participation in service, students can become more confident,
selfregulated learners. (Principles to Practise, 2014, pg 24)
All Service as Action activities should not be for personal profit or part of normal house
chores. The Service as Action needs to be approved by your contact teacher in most
instances. It would be ideal, but not necessary for students to have a combination of both ‘in
school’ and ‘out of school’ Service as Action.
What doesn’t qualify for Service as Action?
Basically anything that you are required to do or get some kind of a reward for doing (money,
present, etc) does not qualify as a Service as Action. The following is a list of example
activities that are NOT valid Service as Action activities:
●
●
●
●

any activity that you receive some form of reward
any activity that is part of your regular classes (i.e. homework, required summative tasks)
household duties (i.e chores, babysitting, etc.)
required duties associated with your religious affiliation

What may qualify for Service as Action at school?
● any activity that comes from units of work that is not part of a summative task, this
needs to be an enrichment and extension driven by students
● activities from Student Council but need to be an enrichment and extension driven by
students
● activities contributing to a Dugnad
● activities contributing to school assemblies either as a class or an individual not associated
with a grade
● activities that include collaborating with the school community and planning whole
school events; ie Winter Sports day (Yr 7/8), Cross country running (yr 9/10)
● activities such as babysitting during school events
● activities in which student take initiative to model and promote good behaviour for others

What may qualify for Service as Action outside of school?
● Visiting elderly homes
● Being a host family for international visitors
● Being part of a fund raising activity outside of school
● Working with a charity
● Participation in a club event
● Helping others with homework
Why do we do Service as Action?
It is an opportunity for you to share your talents and interests with others to benefit a community.
Through Service as Action, you will meet new people – people who can enrich your
understanding of the wider world while demonstrating the IB Learner Profile in action. Service as
Action activities should be fun and rewarding for you, not only for receiving smiles and thanks
from the community but is the chance for you to learn from experience, and the opportunity for
you to build connections between your classroom and the outside world.
At ThIS the Service as Action program you see students:
● become more aware of your own strengths and areas needing further growth
● increase your ability to act on your own
● undertake challenges that develop new skills
● plan, act and evaluate selfinitiated activities
● learn to work collaboratively with others
● gain valuable firsthand experiences from activities that benefit others
● consider the ethical implications of your actions
Will Service as Action activities be planned for me?
There will be a few activities planned and offered to you for participation in outside of your
regularly scheduled classes. However, these activities will not be enough to meet all the
expectations for Service as Action. You are expected to locate Service as Action activities on
your own which many of our scheduled lessons, particularly Global Engagement, may inspire.
Additionally, your local kommune can be a good source of information for activities; searching
on the Internet or asking your teachers can help as well.
Ideally, you will organize and participate in activities that you are interested in. If you have a
great idea about how you can make the world a better place, GREAT  get started! You can
even recruit your friends to help you and they too will have an opportunity to gain Service as
Action experience but you need to follow the processes mentioned earlier in this demonstrating
inquiry, action and reflection documented in ManageBac.
Minimum expectations of the Service As Action 2016  2017
Year Level

Requirements

MYP 7

4 service activities with no more than 2 at the introductory level

MYP 8

5 service activities with no more that 1 at the introductory level

MYP 9

6 service activities with at least 1 proficient level and no introductory levels

MYP 10

6 service activities with 2 proficient levels and no introductory levels

What are the expectations of Service as Action for each grade?
The Service as Action expectations for each grade level from Grade 7 10 are listed in the
chart above. Note that these figures are the minimum expectations; you are encouraged to
participate in Service as Action activities as much as you can. It is the school’s expectation
that you would be involved more in Proficient Level activities towards the end of the year.
When must my Service as Action expectations completed by?
Reflections along with the evidence of your participation for your Service as Action
must be included to in ManageBac as you complete the activity.
First activity identified with Planning and
Action in ManageBac

On or before the 4th week in October

Half of your yearly SA completed in
ManageBac

1 week before the end of the 1st Semester

All of your yearly SA complete in ManageBac

2 weeks before the end of the 2nd Semester

● It is best to add reflections as you complete each activity so that your adviser and the
coordinator know of your progress.
● Any activities and reflections submitted after the final deadline will not be counted
towards your Service Action for this school year.
● You may continue participating in Service Action activities after the deadline and such
participation will be counted towards your Service Action for the following year.
How do I keep track of my Service as Action activities?

You should keep track of your Service as Action progress in ManageBac. Guidance on how to
do this is shown on page 6
What happens if I do not complete my Service as Action requirement?
A comment will be included with the Semester Report for students in Grades 710 to
communicate your Service as Action participation. In MYP 10 there may be a risk of not gaining
an official IB grade in the Personal Project.
One final reminder: Service as Action should be an enjoyable way for you to learn new things
through experience and help make the world a better place to be!

How to do this in Managebac
1.

Log into managebac. You will see your opening dashboard. If you go to ThIS IB
Program you will see Plan, SA and Personal Project. Click on SA to go to Service as
Action

2.
●
●
●
●
●

The Service as Action (SA) worksheet then comes up. Here is where you can:
Add SA Activities
Review the Quick Start Guide
You’re able to join a group for SA (See below)
Review all the SA outcomes that have been covered
Review all Reflections and Evidence

3.

If you complete Service as Action outside of school you will need to have the adult
supervising sign your completion form. These can be generated from the SA worksheet.
Just click the activity that is outside of school. On the right side there is a PDF file called
‘SA Completion Form’. Generate this and give it to the adult supervising your action. This
needs to be returned to your contact teacher for it to be completed on managebac.

How to Create or Join a Group for Service as Action
Joining a group is also possible for Service as Action. You may also initiate your own group.
You can create your own group by asking for a teacher to be supervisor and asking them to set
up a group or you can join the groups that are already created by the teachers. Once they are
locked it means that teachers or students do not want any more participants. See below for how
to create or join a group.
1. Click on the tab Groups from your login dashboard

2.

Join the Group you are interested in

3. Go back you to your SA through your IB Program tab. Click on Add SA Activity and
choose the group from the drop down list. Complete the rest of the worksheet as per
other instructions.

Service as Action SelfAssessment
Student
Criteria

Activity
Introductory
(Approximately 2 hours
per activity)
▪

▪

Planning
▪

I was directed to participate
in the activity by a teacher
or another adult
I have included limited
documentation my plans
and goals
Other students were not
involved in my plans

Developing (Approximately
34 hours per activity)

Proficient (Approximately 45
hours per activity)
▪

▪
▪

▪

I chose to join the
project/activity
I consistently documented
plans and worked toward
achieving my goals
Other students were able to
participate in the project/activity

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Action

▪

▪

▪

▪

Reflection

▪
▪
▪
▪

Comments:

The project was completed
it with inconsistent effort
and attention
The impact of my actions
was limited
I had difficulty managing
time and tasks, and was
late to activities
I rarely communicated with
peers or advisors

The impact of my action in
relation to others was only
briefly explored, or not
mentioned at all
I didn’t acknowledge my
strengths and weaknesses
in completing the project
I rarely used evidence to
support my reflections
I wasn’t able to show
evidence of personal growth
I described only challenges
briefly
I didn’t identify areas for
improvement

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

I completed the project/activity,
demonstrating consistent effort
throughout
I acted to benefit others
I accepted responsibility and
was usually punctual,
respectful, and open to criticism
I consistently communicated
with peers and advisors
I supported others in their
efforts with the project/activity
The impact of my action in
relation to others were not fully
explored
I tend to focus on strengths, but
omit weaknesses
Some of my assertions or
opinions were not supported by
evidence
I demonstrated that I
understood the opportunity for
personal growth, but presented
an incomplete description
I identified some challenges in
the activity
I identified some areas for
improvement

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

I helped to create or begin a
project or activity
I documented plans and
developed plans with specific,
achievable goals
I research a problem in my
community (school, city, country,
world) and found a way to help
address it.
I actively involved others in the
project/activity
I demonstrated sustained
attention and effort, maintaining
involvement throughout the
entirety of the project/activity
I made a significant contribution
to the community
I accepted responsibility and was
always punctual, respectful, and
open to criticism
I communicated with peers and
advisors effectively

I fully explored the impact of my
work on others
I acknowledged both strengths
and weaknesses
I consistently used evidence to
support opinions and assertions
I demonstrated understanding of
personal growth
I identified challenges and why
they posed difficulties
I identified areas for
improvement, and cited strategies
to do so

